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Swami’s Soul University Talks 

Student Vaastu Cases – Questions and Drawings, 1-24 
Talk in the Baba Temple at the Ashram 

October 23, 2006  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CUTS AND EXTENSIONS 
 
(The Questions here correspond to the question numbers from the sheets. Only 
the questions Swami answered are included here.) 
 
#1 and #2 skipped    
 
#3, If the cellar of a house does not extend to the north as far as the 
ground and first floors, is it a cut? 
 

ANSWER:  
Point A - No.  If the cellar extends into 
the northeast of the house (more than 
50% of east or north), it will be ok 
because that will count as a northeast 
hole and balance that. 
Point B - If the cellar extends to the south 
or west of the house and then goes only 
to the 50% of north or east, it is a danger. 
Point C - the cellar should have an auspicious 
entrance. 
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Point A (circle): 1st floor extension to north. 
 
Point B: entrance to cellar from north. 
 
Swami:  But the cellar is here.  But where is entrance to the cellar? 
 
Luzia: Both entrances are middle north.  Entrance to the house is middle 
north.  Also an entrance to the cellar is middle north, more northwest. 
 
Swami: You go like this? Then you go like this to the cellar?   
 
Luzia:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  That’s your point to go to the cellar? 
 
Luzia:  The point is it is a north cut because the floor above is extended 
but not the cellar section, because the extension above (1st floor) is not 
touching the ground.  So, is it a cut if the whole house is more extended 
than the cellar? 
 
Swami:  Where is the entrance? It’s a very important point. From the 
house to the cellar how do you go? You are going from straight middle 
east or northeast? 
 
Luzia:  Middle north go into the house then it spreads, one part is going 
up to the second floor, and one is going down to the cellar. But the 
entrance to both is more northwest. Then it goes a little to northwest and 
then down to the cellar. 
 
Swami:  So this is the entrance you’re talking about, the middle north? 
(drawing above) Ok?  Then one is going up, one is to the cellar like this 
going down. And your point is if this cellar is a northeast cut or if it’s ok?  
Isn’t it? No, it’s fine, no problem. But you cover more than 50% of that 
whole (underneath area of the first floor)?  Cellar means it’s very down, 
isn’t it?   
 
Luzia:  More than 50% down. 
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Swami:  So more than 50% (in drawing). The cellar covers more than 50% 
of the floor-area, you came out of the hole (First floor area), it means it’s 
also well protected - pretty wealthy.   
 

 
 
 
Point: the cellar covers more than 50% of the whole 
1st floor area, it means it’s also well protected - 
pretty wealthy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Swami: If this same cellar went this way (extended south), and if it’s cut 
here (at the middle part of house, 50%), then it’s really dangerous.  No. 
 

  
 
 
 
Point: If the cellar extends to south and only 
extends to middle of the house - danger! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Points:  
§ Cellar extends into northeast quadrant 
§ Auspicious entrance to cellar 
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You came just exact here (south side of house) to all the way here (north 
side of house) it’s ok (original drawing).  At least you have that much of a 
hole in the north and east, it’s pretty good in that area. It’s fine. But your 
auspicious entrance is north and you’re entering in the cellar northeast.  
It’s still counting.  
 
 
#4. If each floor level of a house has different shapes and extensions, 
how do we consider the Vaastu shape of the building?  Are all the 
floors taken together or is each floor considered separately? 

 
 
ANSWER:  
Point A:  It counts to the whole building. 
Point B: The negative north, northwest 
balcony on the first floor counts to the whole 
building. 
 
 

 
 
ADDITIONAL POINTS:   

• Balconies are the life of the house. When you see a 
balcony, it makes you want to go out and use it. 

• Swami could have put balconies around the mandir with 
beautiful views to the west, south and north but he did 
not.  He did not want to give any chance, so he only made 
the balcony in the northeast. 

• The Vaastu is more powerful if your south balcony is only 
maximum 10% of north balcony.  

• Even if you have west, northwest or south, southeast 
balconies, better to cut it off.  No risk! 

 
Swami:  Whose problem is this?  
 
Ramakrishna:  On some floors the balcony extension will be different; 
some floors will have different extensions. When you look down from 
above you see those things then that shape is ok but for each floor, like 
for the first floor it has a northwest extension. 
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Swami:  This is danger (First floor balcony extension) – no.   
 
Ramakrishna:  But as a house, are all the extensions counting for where 
you place the entrances?   
 
Swami: Wherever you place the extensions to your house or any 
apartment. Are you talking apartments? 
 
Ramakrishna:  We can talk both – one is a house and one is where people 
are living on different floors also. 
 
Swami: Any floor, any extension, veranda, balcony, it’s counting - if 
you’re using it that’s counting. The same thing happened with Tobias 
and Tatyana’s old apartment. I think it’s a southwest extension.  Is it true, 
the same thing with the sliding glass?   
 
Tobias:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  So it counts.  So you should not get compromised. You better to 
have the extensions like this type of places (Third floor extension with 
addition to northeast).  

 
 
 
 
 
Point A - The negative north-
northwest balcony on the first 
floor counts to the whole 
building. 
 
Point B - northeast balcony is 
advisable 
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Point A: Northeast extension is advisable. 
 
Point B: better close (don’t use) northwest and southeast 
extensions/balconies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Swami:  So the extensions should be like this (northeast), then it’s always 
advisable… majority it’s counting. For example, if the apartment is like 
this, like pretty good coming this way (southeast) little extension, that’s 
ok. This extension (west-north) is ok but why take risk? Better to go this 
section northeast of balconies.  Even though you have here (southeast and 
west-north extensions) I wouldn’t advise it, just close it.  
 

 
 
 
 
Point: more north than south verandah is 
positive 
 
Swami: I gave to all the new Northwest 
apartments a north verandah like fourteen 
feet.  I gave the south verandah let’s say like 
five feet. I can make this one (north) reduced 
if I made like extended this much here (more 
south than north extended), then all these 
room guys are really under trouble. But even 
though the south view of the Mandir and 
everything is more beautiful, but I didn’t give 
that much priority to the south balcony.  I 
gave a little bit but not too much.  
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Point: Balcony/Verandah in the 
south should only extend 10% of 
north extension (N=100%) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Swami:  If you have let’s say 100 feet in the north, it’s always advisable, 
super advisable to go for 10% to the south side – ten feet. It’s more 
power. In the worst case just I gave at least better than the blindness of 
the south view here to this small area (south balcony of Northwest 
apartments).   

 
 
 
 
Point: Mandir-balcony got northeast 
priority, northwest and southeast is cut 
off 
 
 
 
 

 
 
So the balcony is the life of the house, even to our Mandir, if the Mandir 
is like this (new drawing), I extended like this, cut off east-south, I cut 
completely this one (northwest).  You can see the Mandir (upstairs).  So 
only I gave this (northeast balcony) much priority. 

 
 
Point: Swami completely closed the 
west and south, southeast and 
northwest, only northeast balcony is 
there 
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Swami:  I can go like straight like this (full northwest quadrant), it gives 
more of a view. I can see all the way north, all the way east and I can go 
little south and I can go a little bit to the verandah here too (south) but I 
don’t want to.  I don’t want to even use the south. Forget it, I just 
completely closed it. I can make a small office from my office a door from 
my living room one door, I can go use little south view, I can also use it 
to see how beautiful the view is, but I don’t want to.  Even the west side 
from my home theater, the backside, two toilets are there, but I don’t 
want to even give a balcony here. I don’t want to - no compromise. So the 
balconies have that much impact to the life in the house.  
 
#5. If a roof extends middle north or middle east but has no columns 
for support, is that a northeast cut or is it the same example as the south 
Apartments’ portico?  

 
ANSWER:  
Point A - It is a northeast cut. 
Point B - The Portico to the southwest 
apartments is ok, because it does not 
go up to each floor, it is only on the 
first floor. This is a power and one 
reason why many hotels (Leela & 
Oberoi) got success.  If it goes all the 
way up, super problem. 
Point C - Balanced roofs are a super 
positive point and one thing that is 
saving a lot of people’s lives in 
Europe. 
Point D - If the roof has a lot of 
different slopes and angles, then it 

must extend more to the northeast or else it is danger. 
Point E - Any roof, even if it is only two slopes, if it extends more to 
the south or west, it is dangerous. 
 
Eric: So you mentioned the portico when you’re entering the 
southwest apartments… the overhang is no problem because it’s not 
going all the way up.  So is it the same situation here (in drawing 
below)?  Could the roof be a northeast cut to the house or is it  ok? 
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Point: A Portico is okay (north 
extension), but only on one floor and 
not including the roof 
 
 
 
 
 

Swami: This is a cut because the slope is towards the northeast. The 
apartments what happened (right drawing), even I didn’t compromise 
that too, if you just have a little extension like the apartments and if this 
extension keeps following all the way up, for all the floors, then it’s 
counting; it’s super danger.  Even in many hotels you can see small little 
porticos there but in that hotel it’s not going all the way up that’s why 
that hotel is getting much success. You can see the Oberoi hotel in 
Bangalore. They have the north extension and you can see the Leela 
Palace, they also have portico. If that portico kept going all the way up 
it’s a danger.   
 
 
#6. If a house is situated in the middle of a small property, if you build 
a northeast extension to the house it will decrease the open space to 
north and northeast.  Is the extension to the house in the northeast 
more powerful than the open space to the northeast? 

 
 
 
 
Answer: No. The extension to the house 
is not more powerful than the open 
space.  If you make this extension then 
the open space to the south and 
southwest will be more and overall it will 
be negative. 
 
Patrick: You’re losing your open space in the 
north and east by extending the house (in 
north and east).  Which is more powerful, to 
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have the open space to north and east, or have the extension on the house 
in the north and east? 
 
Swami: How many feet from the north of house to here (edge of 
property)?   
 
Patrick:  Inside the property it’s definitely less on the north than on the 
south.   
 
Swami: You’re talking about empty ground is the power or the extension 
is the power?  That’s your question? 
 
Patrick:  Yea.   
 
Swami:  No, you should not extend it (the house).   
 
#8.  If a garage is attached to a house but there is no inner entrance 
between the house and the garage, does the garage count as an 
extension to the house?  Could the garage create a northeast cut?  

 
ANSWER: Point A - The Garage in 
this diagram is a northeast cut 
because there is no inner door 
between the garage and the house. 
 
Point B - If the Garage in this diagram 
had an inner entrance to the house, it 
would not be count as a northeast cut 
even though it does not extend all the 
way to the northeast corner of the 
house. 
 
Point C - If the Garage in this diagram 

does extend all the way to the northeast corner 
of the house but does not have an inner 
entrance, it will be a northeast cut. 

 
Point D - This principle only counts for garages that are                  
                 attached to the house or building. 
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Point E - If a garage is attached in the southwest corner of the 
house, it is less dangerous if there is an inner entrance, even 
though this entrance would be a southwest entrance to the 
house.  Both of these instances, however, are dangerous. 
 
Swami:  We can test.  Anyone having a lot of accidents, tickets 
and losing their car, it means check to see if they have attached 
southwest garage without inner entrance. 
 
Point F - Generally, the floor level of the garage is lower than 
the floor level of the rest of the house. 

 
ADDITIONAL POINTS:   

• Holes in the northeast are more powerful if they are 
zigzag shape instead of perfectly square or round. The 
power acts more like a natural cave.  This is true whether 
the hole is inside or outside the house and whether or not 
the hole has water in it or not. 

• In nature you cannot find ponds or lakes that are 
perfectly shaped. The vibrations of a northeast hole needs 
to be zigzag. 

• The lake in Tirupati is rectangular shape with steps down 
into the water, but they do not continue all the way down 
and the bottom of the lake is zigzag. 

• Kalahasti and Tirumala Temples have zigzag holes 
underneath them. It is one of the reasons those places 
have super-success, super-power. Swami will show them! 

 
Jaycee:  Does the extension count to the house or not?  And is this a 
northeast cut here in the house? 
 
Swami:  This is a cut (attached garage) because you don’t have entrance 
to the house.  It’s purely a cut and it’s dangerous.   

 
 
Entrance Garage 
Point: a northeast cut is okay if you can enter 
the house through the garage. 
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Swami: Let’s say if it’s 50% to here (down more towards mid-east to 50% 
of north-south length of the house) and you have the entrances going like 
this (almost middle east), like that (east, northeast), whatever it counts, 
it’s good if it’s attached, even if it’s a little cut here (east, northeast).   
 

 
 
Northwest-garage 
Point: This northeast cut is only okay if you 
can enter the house through the garage 
 
Northwest entrance garage 
Point: No need to have the northeast if you 
have a link from the northwest entrance 
garage to the house 
 
 

 
If the garage is here (northwest), it’s a little cut (northeast) but the 
entrance is coming (middle north) – it’s ok.  No need for the garage to be 
straight the house (covering the length or width of the house until 
northeast corner), that’s the point.  Once if you have the link to the house, 
no need to be. You understand?   
 

Student:  No.   
 
 
 
 
 
Point A: If you have no entrance from 
garage to house it is a danger. 
 
Point B: If you have an entrance from 
garage to house you are safe. 
 
 
Let’s say the garage starts here east, 
northeast to here east, southeast. Only you 
have the entrance to the garage (middle 
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south) and you’re using this (garage).  And you 
have entrance middle north and middle south and 
west, northwest to the house, and you have the 
garage entrance here (middle east of garage) but 
there’s no entrance to the house from the garage. 
If there’s no entrance to the house that’s 
dangerous. If there’s an entrance, you’re safe.  

 
 

Point A: If the garage does not connect 
to the house, it is a danger 

Point B: If it connects, even a northeast 
cut is ok. 

 
Even here (northwest garage), again the 
garage is cut to the northeast.  Still if 

 you’re not going through to this 
connecting the house, you are in danger.  It has to connect.  If it doesn’t 
connect it, it’s trouble.  To the property (to the house) it’s attached.  If it’s 
attached, it’s an extension.  It’s cut here (northeast).   
 
Eric: I’m still a little confused why that garage is not a dangerous 
northeast cut.  Just you’re saying if it has an entrance, then even if it has a 
northeast cut it’s still ok?   

 
Point A: Garage is mostly deeper than 
the house level. 
 
Point B: If you cannot enter the house 
through the garage, it is a northeast cut. 
 
Swami: Simple thing, it’s very 
important. I saw the problem in 
western countries. Let’s say the garage 
is here (centered between east-north 
and east-south) and you have entrance 
to the garage in the (middle east), or 
entrance to the garage in the (northeast) 
and you have entrance to the house 
(middle north). What happened, it’s 
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attached to the property (house) and the garage is a little slope, it’s 
down… garage means the floor level is generally down (lower than 
house floor).  Garage means it’s never higher than house level. It’s 
advisable when you use garage to your house, you’re safe if going 
straight into the house.  If you’re coming different direction (going out 
from north door of garage around to the middle north house entrance), 
means this is cut (northeast corner); it’s (garage) is extended and you’re 
not using that northeast corner.   
 
Christine S.: But Swamiji, for example, there was a fix for L- shaped 
buildings that we use the northeast, walking outside of the one building 
and coming into the other building.  And like this (situation) you would 
use the northeast.  So is this the same (with the garage)? 
 
Swami:  Try to draw that and we’ll try to talk that again next time to 
comment on that.   

 
Point A: Northeast, southeast, 
west-north cut is no problem if 
you can enter the house from 
the garage. 
 
Point B: If a garage is attached, 
but you are not using it, it is a 
life-risk. It’s very simple if 
you’re using from garage 
straight to the house, even 

though it’s northeast cut, southeast cut, west-north cut it’s no problem.  
The extensions with garages, even though little funny way, it’s no 
problem.  But once if it’s attached (garage) and you’re not using it, it’s a 
life risk.   
   

 
 
Point: If a Garage is attached in the 
southwest corner of the house, it is less 
dangerous if there is an inner entrance, 
even though this entrance would be a 
southwest entrance to the house.  Both of 
these instances, however, are dangerous. 
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Swami:  Especially you can check the southwest garages, the holes, and 
you’re not coming into the house (no entrance to house), it’s not 
advisable for a garage extension there.  You can see how many accidents 
that person had or how many traffic tickets the person received. Take a 
challenge if there’s no entrance. A guy lost his driver’s license means 
where is his car parked, and how is he using it, that’s enough, same here 
again northwest… majority these two (southwest and northwest garage).  
That’s tricky thing what you should really understand.   
 
I didn’t build any garage to my car.  Just I threw it out; it’s under the 
trees.  Whenever I want, just clean it, jump, and run away.   
 
Paul: So what you’re saying, Swami, is even though the garage is 
attached to the house and creates a northeast cut, it’s still acceptable only 
if you have an entrance from the garage to your house?   
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Guenther:  Where’s the logic in that? 
  
Daniella:  Well, does that mean you need to have both an entrance to the 
garage and an auspicious entrance to the house?  You need to have both? 
 
Swami:  Once your car is parked you need to get into the house.  If it’s 
not attached you can throw it anywhere the car outside (around the 
house).  Like Rick’s house he has something outside (not attached) where 
he’s parking all his cars.   
 
Elizabeth E.:  It’s better to have an entrance from a southwest garage into 
the house even though it’s southwest? 
 
Swami: I don’t recommend having the garage in the southwest. But in 
the worst case you can come out from southwest but if you don’t have 
that entrance (into the house from the garage) you’re really in the 
trouble.  You can’t do it, that garage is southwest extension. That’s a big 
knife on your throat but again if you don’t have entrance to the house, 
it’s a trigger on. 
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Daniella: My family had a house with a southwest extension garage.  
And it had an entrance into the house from the garage.  But we had over 
ten car accidents but nothing ever happened to any of us.  So I don’t 
know.   
 
Swami: Ten accidents…that tells. Don’t take my commentary, my 
opinions (test yourself). If you’re switching me (making me 
compromise), guys, I’ll adjust.  If you’re not switching it, you’ll get the 
pure information. I hope that’s what you want. 
 

 
Point: an attached garage, even 
fully extended to the northeast 
corner of the house, creates a 
northeast cut through the 
movement, if there is no 
connection door to the house 
 
  
 
 
Ramakrishna: Even if the 

attached garage is not creating a cut, like this is east (drawing), if you 
don’t have an entrance there, then it is a cut?  
 
Swami:  Yes.  Clear.   
 

Odd-shaped holes bring good vibrations 
 
 
Point: Holes in the northeast are more 
powerful if they are zigzag shape 
instead of perfectly square or round.  
The power acts more like a natural cave.  
This is true whether the hole is inside or 
outside the house and whether or not 
the hole has water in it or not. 
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The underground works, you can make it kind of like funny holes.  Not 
square like garages.  If it’s like a funny hole, it has more power - like a 
cave.     
 

Point A: To the 
underground room you 
enter through a separate 
entrance here northeast. 
Still you have north or 
east main entrance to the 
house. 
Point B: In nature you 
cannot find ponds or 
lakes that are perfectly 
shaped. The vibrations of 
a northeast hole need to 
be zigzag. 
Point C: A northeast hole 

outside of the house has more power with an irregular shape. 
Square or rectangle is okay, but has less power. 

 
Swami: You want to build a small puja room in the northeast.  You built 
one hole here outside in the (northeast).  And still you have east entrance; 
still you have north entrance (to the house).  But from here (northeast) 
just you get in and you made a hole.  On the top of the hole is a lawn but 
there’s a hole underneath.  Instead of making it like this (funny rounded 
shape) if you made only like straight (square or rectangle) it’s ok, but 
advisable is like that (rounded odd-shaped).  It’s advisable. You’ll see in 
Kalahasti and I’ll show you in Tirupati, too, this type of holes in the 
temple.  
 
Luzia:  You were always saying it’s not good to have any odd shaped 
buildings or things that you create.  So I don’t understand why suddenly 
it’s a good thing here to have odd shaped.   
 
Ramakrishna:  She’s saying the principle for water and buildings is 
generally you want the angles to be perfect.  So why is it for something 
underground it’s not that way? 
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Swami:  The waves need to be zigzag.  The vibrations need to be zigzag 
in the Northeast underground. 

 
Point A: Holes and water too.  A pond means 
it’s not a square.  Pond means, or a lake means 
like little zigzag.  A Lake never is like square. 
 
Point B: The lake in Tirupati is rectangular 
shape with steps down into the water, but 
they do not continue all the way down and 
the bottom of the lake is zigzag. It brings 
prosperity and wisdom, lucky 
 
Point C: Kalahasti and Tirumala Temples 
have zigzag holes underneath them.  It is 
one of the reasons those places have super-
success, super-power.  Swami will show 
them! 

 
Swami:  Even in Tirumula, that Lake, the surface is like that outside the 
steps (rectangle).  Then again it goes like that (odd-shape) at the more 
depth.  It went very zigzag.  It brings prosperity and wisdom, lucky.   
 
Aghni:  It’s always for holes and water?  
 
Swami:  Holes and water too.  A pond means it’s not a square.  Pond 
means or a lake means like little zigzag.  A Lake never is like square.  
 
#9 Does an elevated deck like a terrace act as an extension to a building 
if there is no roof covering it?   

 
Point A - Yes.  In this diagram this is a 
negative extension and super danger.  
Point B - Do not count negative extensions 
when figuring the placement of entrances.  
You are taking a bad seed, then again 
making it more powerful.  Negative results 
will flow very quickly. 
Point C - Do count positive extensions 
when figuring the placement of entrances.  
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It will make the positive results come very quickly.  
Example: Baba temple.   
 

 
 
Swami:  You’re using this terrace?   
 
Stephanie:  Yes, it’s a deck that’s attached to the house above the ground 
and you’re using it.   
 
Swami:  Super danger. 
 
Stephanie:  Not any more, we don’t have the house anymore.   
 
Swami:  No way.  No way.   

 
 
 
 
Point: this verandah with a roof covering 
it is open to the north; still it is counting as 
an extension. 
 
Ramakrishna:  If there’s a roof covering it 
and see how it’s open on one side, is it still 
danger? (drawing showing roof covering 
terrace)  If this roof is extending all the 
way out over the terrace but there’s no 
door here (at the end of the terrace) like 
you said on the verandah on the 
Dwarkamai there’s nothing there, then it 

won’t act as an extension? 
 
Swami:  It is extension; it’s purely extension.  No compromise, no.  You 
can have south veranda but make sure you have north veranda too.  Like 
what I’ve given here in the northwest apartments.  It’s very important; 
it’s the life of the house.  If you have the veranda, try to see which side is 
extended.  Generally, a (veranda) pulls you to go out and stand there, 
isn’t it?  When it pulls you to go and stand there, try to think which 
direction your movement is going. 
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Stephanie: My question about that (terrace drawing) was, you have this 
deck… forget that it’s in a bad place… when you figure out the 
quadrants of the house, do you include that deck in figuring where your 
center line is, or do you use only the house itself? 
 
Swami:  I didn’t understand. 
 
Ramakrishna:  So without the deck, like for example this whole thing 
here (drawing) the middle distance here ((east-side of the house), let’s 
say this is twenty feet and so the middle is ten feet the entrance becomes 
east-south. If you don’t include the deck, that’s an east-south entrance.  
But if you include the deck, then up here it’s an east entrance.   
 
A positive entrance with a negative extension can amplify the negative 
power  

 
Point: A positive entrance combined with a 
negative extension can amplify the 
negative power. It makes bad things 
happen faster. 
 
 
 
Swami:  Don’t take the risk.  This one is big 
danger, if you take this south extension and 
if you’re talking about this East entrance, it 
means it gives more danger to you.  This is 
a kind of bad seed (deck) it’s developing 
you in a very powerful way, if you think 

that it is an east auspicious door.  Whatever bad wants to happen, it hits 
you very fastly.   
 

 
 
Point: with a positive northeast extension, 
a positive pure east and a north, northeast 
entrance make good things happen faster. 
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Swami: If it’s not here but it’s extended like this, like our mandir, the east 
entrance (pure east), this (northeast) extension, this (north, northeast) 
door, and this (pure east) door. Whatever good wants to happen it 
happens very fast. The extensions, it’s super number one point you need 
to understand which part of the house gets extended.   
 
Ramakrishna:  So should we figure this south extension when figuring 
out the middle point (quadrants) of the house? 
 
Swami:  No, don’t count this (South or West extension). 
 
Ramakrishna:  But if it’s north extension then we should count it (in 
figuring the quadrants)?  
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Then we should say from here (southeast corner mandir) 
to here (northern point of the extension) the middle point is here 
(northeast quadrant)? 
 
Swami:  Put it that way, no problem.  Clear?  No you’re not clear on this, 
I can see your faces. 
 
Paul:  The problem is when figuring the quadrants do you count the 
verandah or not? 
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Point: For a northeast veranda extension: If you have an auspicious 
entrance, you can count an auspicious extension as part of the house 
(include it in figuring the quadrants). You can take it, no problem.  That’s 
not a danger. 
 
Swami:  You’re talking about the veranda extension (northeast) also 
coming to the entrance? You can take it, no problem.  That’s not a danger.  
In auspicious entrances, auspicious extension you can take it as part of 
the house (include in figuring the quadrants).   
 
Paul:  And if it’s inauspicious you don’t count it as part of the house? 
 
Swami:  That’s a big danger I’m saying.  See you’re beating yourself with 
you hand, good, you’re already torturing yourself.  Taking a rock again 
beating your face, that’s more torturing.  Its already negative extension 
and going in a positive direction. Negative extension and going in a 
positive entrance. You’re taking a sharp rock hitting in a sharp angle 
way, that’s dangerous. You got it?  You clear now?  That’s good language 
to you guys. 
 
#10.  If a property has an east south extension that is not used and is 
cut off from the rest of the property by a river, does it still count as a 

defect?  
 
 
ANSWER:  
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Point A - Yes, it still counts as a negative extension to the 
property. 
 
Point B - Can remedy it only by buying land to the 
northeast or by cutting off and giving away the east, 
southeast extension. 

 
 
 
Swami:  Whose problem is it?  Explain. 
 
Rodney:  The river is going through the property and cutting off the 
east, southeast extension.   
 
Swami:  You’re using this place too? (northeast corner of northwest-
quadrant)  Where is entrance to the house? 
 
Rodney:  On the west side the street is on the west.  
 
Swami:  Here (drawing showing entrance in west, northwest)?  You 
own this property? 
 
Rodney:  It’s my neighbor’s.   
 
Swami:  They still own this property?  It’s for sale?   
 
Rodney:  It’s on the wrong side of me. It’s to the south of me. 
 
Swami:  No, is this property for sale? 
 
Rodney:  No, they don’t want to sell it 
 

 
 
 
Point: It is a northeast cut. 
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Swami:  Actually it’s cut (northeast).  If they still had this land here too 
(missing northeast quadrant) and the river is going, it’s ok. 
 
Rodney: The river is actually going all around. 
 
Marianatha: The river is actually going straight and on southeast it 
creates an island. 

 
Point: Northwest corner to 
northeast corner must be a clear 
edge. (line) 
 
Swami:  No, whatever it is to this 
property, this (northwest) edge I 
want this edge (northeast) to be 
clear.   

 
Point: 
Even 
there 

is only a southeast island that no one 
uses or touches, still it counts as a east, 
southeast extension, a danger 
 
Ramakrishna:  So even if the 
property is like this (drawing), and the 
river comes around this way too, if there’s 
a small southeast extension? 
 
Swami: It’s a danger, the (southeast extension) counts. 
 
Marianatha:  The property ends and the river goes straight.  Only at the 
southeast extension the river flows this side and that side and sand in 
the middle. 
 
Swami:  It’s cut.   
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Ramakrishna:  That east-south is not your property?  That island is in 
the east-south and that’s your property?  
 
Marianatha: Yes.  
 
Ramakrishna:  So it’s a northeast cut.   
 
Rodney:  What is the danger? 
 
Swami:  All type of headaches.   
 
#11 A property is cut in the northeast because of a street and 
sidewalk.  This cut is the driveway and only entrance to the property. 
The property slopes to the northeast. Is it a defect?  Is it best not to 
build any compound wall or boundaries here?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Point A - It Is northeast 
cut. Even though the 
northeast is public-
property. No 

compromise! 
 
Point B - You have to build new compound walls to cut off open 
space to South and West and fix the Northeast 
 
ADDITIONAL POINTS:   
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For building the new shape of the property: If there’s fifteen feet space in 
north, there should be only two feet in the south. If there’s thirteen feet in 
east there should be only three feet in west. 
 
 

 
 
Point: Northeast corner is cut, 
without a gate or compound 
wall. The outside property is 
public.  Still, it is a Northeast 
cut. 
 
Swami:  Whose is this?  Explain  
 
Christine S.: The property is a 
little extended to the northeast 
but then the northeast corner is 
cut… so this part (northeast 
corner of property) is cut.  But 
everyone is coming in here.  
There’s no fence, no wall.  So all 

the movement is coming right in that corner, so my question, is it still 
good, because there is a lot of northeast energy moving into here or is it 
bad because it’s not part of our property anymore?   
 
Swami: Ok, let me ask this, why is this property cut here?  What is this 
property doing? 
 
Christine S.:  It’s already a public street. 
  
Swami:  Ok.  You have lot of north space compared to the south? 
 
Christine S.:  The south space is little more than the north. Yes, and 
west is more. 
 
Swami:  No. You can barely make money; you’ll lose money. You 
make it but you lose it.  It’s not healthy.  No. 
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Point: Give more 
land to the north 
and east than to 
south and west. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Don’t give a chance to the south, even one foot.  Don’t give it, that’s my 
straight answer.  If you have ten feet in south, take at least twenty-five 
feet to the north.  If you have five feet in the west take at least ten feet 
in the east. That’s a healthy life. If it’s 50-50 (equal space) don’t 
compromise – no need to stay there, sx feet and six feet (on both side) – 
no.  Yes, Eric? 
 
Eric: Swami, if we just take the picture here, this example, is that public 
street that’s cutting off the northeast, you’re also one part owning that 
so in this example, is that cutting off your northeast or because you 
also own it, it’s ok? 

 
Point: With the Mandir, this 
round northeast would be a 
northeast cut. 
 
Swami: This is cut, pure cut.  
Same like our Mandir here. Let’s 
say near fountain, if it’s cut like 
this (round north) what do you 
do?  This is the Muslim’s Darga 

here (east, northeast) and what do you do if it’s cut like this?  I won’t 
accept it like that.  No. 
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Ramakrishna: And if they have more space to the South, what happens 
if they build a wall? 
 

 
 
Point, remedy: Create new boundaries 
according to the drawing. 
 
Swami: If they cut the south really very 
complete cut and if they made again this 
public street… like how many houses are 
using this street? 
 
 
Christine S.:  Just my parents.   
 

 
Swami:  So you should adjust this one (drawing 
showing adjustments). Yes, just change it 
completely, make it fifteen feet in north and two 
feet in south; make it thirteen feet in east and 
three feet in west. Then you cut like this (new 
drawing), then it’s advisable. 
 
Point: Redefined Property 
 
 
#12 For Tirupati, did they extend the temple 
boundaries to the east? If not, why does 

removing the east height 
make the lake count more to 
the north and northwest?  
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ANSWER: Point A - It is because of the movement! Before everybody 
had to go northeast from the temple (because the east height was there). 
Now the people go east, that makes lake count more to the northwest. 
 

 
ADDITIONAL POINTS:   

They owned the land. They didn’t build any extension to the 
Temple compound. They simply removed the east hill that 
was 40 feet high and 700 feet long. 

 
           Their income came down 25% after doing this. 

• The man who gave the advice to do that received a lot of 
problems and is now in jail. 

• Never remove the east height unless you have huge 
southwest weight, otherwise it will create problems. 

• The west Gopuram is 50 feet high and somehow 
commanding on the east, otherwise they would not have 
been able to do that. 

• If the lake is not there and there is no hill to the south, that 
temple will only receive ten Vaastu marks. 

• They put Lord Balaji’s chariot (50 feet high - red) just 
outside the northeast corner of the temple complex. They 
have to remove that. 

 
 

 
Swami: Before from the 
Temple after you came 
out (east entrance) 
within 25 feet yes there 
was 35, 40 feet height to 
the east.  Then almost to 
the east there was 700 
feet in the east at the 
forty foot height.  Before 
the tricky point that 
happened, this Lord 

Venkateshwara 
Gopuram (above Balaji’s 
temple) was also like 
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fifty feet height.  Somehow it’s commanding this east.  And this Lake is 
super flowing to this temple (energetically).  And what they did… 
Eventually we have to hear they’ll be in super trouble… they removed 
all the east height. A big battle happened and who gave the order to 
remove that east height, that guy he got in trouble in life and went to 
prison.  He’s very super famous Hindu a Adi Shankarcharya follower.  
That guy got involved in some murder case and with no mercy they 
threw him in the prison.  That’s the impression I got that he made them 
remove this east height.  So he’s in trouble.   
 
 
(Technical problems – please continue to the next page)
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Now this Lake became pure north, little bit northwest.  Of course, from the 
east more name and fame comes, but automatically the income of Lord 
Balaji came 20% - 25% less right now in comparison to many years.  So, it 
came as a little bit northwest extension; it looks five, ten degrees.  And 
where to here in northeast, they put his huge chariot; like fifty feet height 
in northeast.  They need to remove that.  One great thing is there are four 
streets surrounding the temple.  You clear? 
 
Luzia:  Did the Temple own the property in the east already? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  They had it, it’s their own property.   
 
Luzia:  But height in the east brings depression, broke, addictions… 
 
Swami:  But the Lake is gigantic you know.  It’s gigantic, a really big lake.  
If there was no lake, if not much south height, it’s zero. It goes really down 
to 10%.  This Vaastu power is making it come up more. 
 
Christine S.:  you said that the Gopuram has commanding on the east? 
 
Swami:  That’s why the east is gone out… Then they were able to make it.  
They found few things here in the east when they were digging there.  
Even when I started this mandir, removing the height in the east, almost 
this much height (shows height of mandir) I took out.  I hope somebody 
has the pictures.  Thousands of trucks we removed the dirt until the Shiva 
Temple (in the east).  Then the whole village and government got really 
shaky, “What he’s really doing?”  I made it. I became big controversy guy 
because of I’m removing the east - that’s natural.  Once anybody if you’re 
giving a plan and the east is height, make sure to put the weight in the 
southwest.  Then start the east game.  If the southwest is empty, if you’re 
going to the east to touch it, it’ll really affect on you very badly. It can burn 
somebody’s house very easily.   
 
Ramakrishna:  So removing the east height made their income go down? 
 
Swami:  Only wisdom will come up - income will go down. Yes.   
 
Ramakrishna: Is it because of the movement, Swami, I mean in the east we 
used to come out and go to the northeast?  But how come the water is 
counting more for the northwest once you take out the height in the east? 
 
Swami:  When you extend the east automatically it goes northwest.   
Ramakrishna:  So it’s the movement?  It’s the movement. 
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#13.  If the ground floor has a northeast cut but the second floor does 
not, does the overall shape of the building have a northeast cut?   

 
 
 
ANSWER:  Point A: Yes, you can see it there; it’s 
cut!  It’s like putting ice on your head then sitting 
on coals! 
 
Point B: Does not matter if it is a house with one 
family or an apartment building? 
 
 

 
 
Swami:  Whose it is?  Ok what’s up? 
 
Gustav:  Is it a northeast cut what you see there because the second floor is 
extended and only on the first floor there is nothing.  Is it a cut or not? 
 
Swami:  Its purely cut… you’re seeing it isn’t it?  Like you’re standing on 
one leg and having eighteen hands, so what? You don’t have stamina 
enough here (northeast cut on ground level) whole principles….  No, the 
cow should have four legs.  
 
#14.  If this is an apartment building and one family lives on the ground 
floor and one on the second floor, does the ground floor vaastu have a 
Northeast cut? 
 
Ramakrishna:  So for #14, if it’s a northeast cut, it counts to both people 
living in the apartment? If this building, one family is living on the ground 
floor and one family is living on the second floor, the northeast counts to 
both? 
 
Swami: It counts, yes.  It’s a logic thing. You might think the second floor 
people have the northeast there but underneath you’re really having… 
you’re putting the ice on top of your head and you’re sitting on the fire 
coals.  I’m sorry to say.  Don’t give these funny type of questions.   
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STAIRS 
 
Questions #15-20: Are these stairs negative? 

 

 
 
ANSWER:  No.  All of these stairs are auspicious. 
 
Point A  - All of these stairs are outside the house and landing to positive 
directions.  Stairs inside a house that are in the northeast are negative. 
 
 
#15 and #17 Are stairs located in pure east or north auspicious? If they 
are auspicious, are there rules regarding how wide the landing can be 
before it creates a northeast cut? 

 
ANSWER: All of 
these stairs are 
auspicious. 
 
Point -All of these 
stairs are outside 
the house and 
landing to 

positive 
directions.  

 
 
Ramakrishna:  If your stairs are located in the pure directions, pure east or 
pure north, are they creating a northeast cut? 
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Swami:  The entrance? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Not the entrance but the stairs - that small platform there. 
 
Swami:  No, no problem.  
 
Ramakrishna:  If the platform is wider, if the stairs are wider, how much 
wide can they be before it creates a cut? 

 
 
Point: You can go with the stairs from 
pure east to pure north as much as you 
like. 
 
Example: Mandir 
 

 
Swami:  You can go as much as 
you can.  You can go all the 
way north as you can, no 
problem.  Just we have that to 
the mandir. 
 
Point: Stairs coming down 
straight to the east or north are no problem. 
 
Example: Stairs to the rooms of the First floor of the southwest-
apartments.  
 
Swami: Or you can make (stairs) straight east or straight north - no 
problem.  To each apartment here, downstairs you have straight North.  
It’s ok. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Because we have a lot of confusion, and what if that is 
covered that little section (over the stairs)?  It’s in Europe a lot.  A little 
roof is coming out over the door just to cover the stairs.   
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Point: A little roof above 
the stairs/entrance area is 
okay unless it is part of 
the main roof of the 
house 
 
Swami:  It’s ok unless 
you’re not using the top 
floor (attach the small roof 
to the main roof of the 
house).   

 
Ramakrishna:  So if it’s one story, that’s a cut? 
 
Positive and negative roofs 

 
Point: Balanced roofs (same length on each 
sides) balance the energy in houses, can 
save lives in a house with Vaastu defects. 
 
Swami: Like this type of slopes (steep 
roofs), really good.  Like in Germany, from 
my observation, in many houses why 
people are surviving is because of these 
type of rooves (drawing). In Japan the 
houses also this type of roofs - one side 
this way, one side this way (drawing), 

somehow they’re getting it balanced.  But try to see, if north is fifty feet 
slope and the south is sixty feet – no, you should not.   
 

 
Point: the northeast part of the roof 
should be the longest of all 
directions. 
 
And also if you take all angles it’s a 
kind of bendings. Try to see if the 
southwest is like twenty feet, and this 
direction (west) again like twenty-
five feet, and again this direction 
(northwest) is fifteen feet, and this 
direction (north) is twenty-seven feet. 
Count everything, make sure when 

you come to the northeast that you have pretty good extension then you 
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can go ahead. You understand? Even though all the slopes are there, it 
count if this northeast slope is wider or not.  If the northeast is not wider, 
the house is not advisable. If it’s 50-50 roof slopes, ok no problem. You 
don’t have veranda or anything, just slopes 50-50 ok, go ahead you can 
take the action, you can be in that house. No problem.   
 
 
#16.  Do these stairs count as a weight? 

 
Point: These are auspicious stairs and don’t 
count as a weight, because they are coming 
down 
 
Ramakrishna:  This is basically the same 
question except the stairs on in the 
northeast. So are they counting as a 
weight? 
 
Swami: No. It’s no problem. They’re 
completely coming down.   

 
 
 
#18 Do the stairs in Swami’s waiting room count as a weight to that 
room?  
 
Ramakrishna:  Your waiting room upstairs here (JC-Temple outside of the 
entrance), the stairs are coming down in the northeast corner or your 

waiting room. Since it’s a 
northeast stairs does it count 
as a weight then? 
 
 
 
 
Point: These are auspicious 
stairs and don’t count as a 
weight because they are 
coming down. It’s a slope it’s 
not weight. 
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Point: All of Swami’s movement is going to the northeast. 
 
Swami:  It’s a slope it’s not weight. To this living room I have 4 ½, 5 feet 
down.  That’s why from my bedroom too, I have a door here (northeast of 
bedroom) too, but I closed this.  I come out (east, northeast of bedroom, 
southwest entrance to Jesus Temple), I go here (northwest) to use the toilet.  
Again I come back.  I did a good match.  Because I want this northeast 
(stairs) little bit slope so I want to use this (movement). I’m completely 
using this sector (all rooms along the south) as much as I can.  Generally I 
wake up, I go out (to northwest).  After refreshment, straightly I go here 
(northeast corner of Jesus Temple to his bed).  I sit all the time here.  Then I 
come back to my office (almost middle south), and I come back to my 
living room (southeast).  But all my movement is going to the northeast. 
But who is sitting here, (inside next to the southwest entrance to the Jesus 
Temple) these guys are dominating on me, wanting to help.  Whenever 
I’m looking at them, I’m in a little panic, “What they’re going to ask?”  
Whenever I wake up, they’re here at the good point.  I have to say, “Good 
morning guys,” to please them.  
 
Future-plan for Jesus-temple 

 
 
 
Point: Creating same Vaastu as in 
Baba Temple. Going downstairs in 
the northeast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Swami:  So, what I want to do in the future, fix the (Jesus Temple) same as 
the Baba temple.  And even this room (Waiting Room outside bedroom), 
my bedroom to here (southwest door into Jesus Temple), close this 
(Waiting Room) to make it open to here (across to the southeast quadrant), 
to come out from here (southeast where his office is now).  This will be all 
like a Baba Temple this Jesus Temple.  These (north) are all rooms. And 
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I’m making a door here (north, northeast balcony) and I’m making one 
door here (middle east) and all the rooms (along north side).  Then I go 
downstairs like this (out north, northeast entrance). This is one future 
plan.   
 
And I have unbelievable strong desire to extend this mandir. Let’s say if 
this is the Baba Temple and it’s 60 feet, let’s grab the Dwarkamai too, into 
this mandir.  Remove it and put inside mandir and make like seven doors.  
If people want to come to darshan all the people come to the…. This is the 
east entrance (of mandir) now and the north door (north, northeast of 
mandir) we’re completely closing this, and making it a complete 
extension.  These are the rooms to the Baba mandir here (rooms on south 
side), then all north doors. Then Gopurams come here (four Gopurams 
along south side from southwest-southeast).  If anybody wants to come in 
the first door (from northeast), then second door they go out (northeast).  
They can’t come all the way in here (inner most door to Baba). The 
Dwarkamai is here and your apartment entrances are almost all here (near 
southeast corner) and you go to southeast.  Giving the east only ten or 
fifteen feet. It means it becomes gigantic palace with north open. Of 
course, that’s his (Baba) wish to do it.   
 
#20 - Can steps in the ground count as northeast stairs?  

 
Point: These are are auspicious stairs and 
don’t count as a weight, because they are 
coming down 
 
Ramakrishna:  We have a question on this 
one, are both the northeast stairs coming out 
of the Dwarkamai, and also the verandah, are 
they counting as weight?   
 
 

 
Swami:  No.  If you’re going down it’s not a problem. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Even though they’re in the northeast? 
 
Swami:  It’s not a problem.   
 
Christine S.: You said in the northeast corner, in the house should not be 
stairs they count as weight.  Why? 
 
Swami:  Because it’s a slope. 
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Christine S.:  So it’s ok to have 
northeast stairs in the house? 
 
Point: Baba temple stairs land south of 
middle east - do not reach into 
northeast quadrant.  
 
Swami:  In the house?  It means how 
they’re located.  Try to draw the graph.  
For example, here in my first living 
room, once the stairs land it’s in the 
middle of the east.  I didn’t go all the 
way northeast (with stairs). That’s a 
danger.  I didn’t really turn to the gate.  

I cut it all the way at the middle east there, so still lot of east space.  You 
should not go all the way northeast, no.   
  
 
Ramakrishna:  If this is a house and the staircase comes all the way down 
to here northeast of the house it’s not ok? 
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Point: No stairs in the northeast quadrant inside the house. 
 
Swami:  No, this is no.   
 
Ramakrishna:  So mainly inside the house, the stairs in northeast is not ok.  
But outside the house generally it’s sloping down to the northeast it’s ok?  

 
 
Swami: Sloping to northeast 
that’s ok.  No problem.   
 
Ramakrishna:  Even if anything’s 
attached as an extension to the 
house, any deck, anything, it’s 
ok?   
 
Swami:  No, no problem. 
 
 

 
 
#21 What is the effect if one leg of a U-Shaped building is wider than 
the other? Does the narrow leg count as an extension?  

 
 
ANSWER: Point A - No.  If one leg is wider 
than the other, it is ok. 
 
Point B - The main point with U-Shaped 
buildings is that the legs have to be equal 
distance (west-east in the example). 
 
 Point C - In this diagram the building is 
east-south extended because part of the 
north leg is a terrace cutting the northeast. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL POINTS:   
Danger of extended east-south: The east-

south of our apartment building is extended 25 feet, because the 
compound wall and gate is further west. That caused the bomb to 
explode – it exploded right at the gate. 
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Because of the new north west building shaped parallel extending 
further to the east, the negative feature of the south-east building is 
neutralized.  
 
Swami:  Whose is this?  Explain to me. 
 
Myuri:  There’s a U-shape house and one side is wider and one side is 
longer.  If they are not the same size is that inauspicious? 
 
Swami:  No.   
 
Myuri:  It’s ok?   
 
 

 
 
Point: Equal long legs of a U-shaped building 
are safe. 
 
Swami: If you count this point (east, southeast 
leg corner), and if this point (east, northeast 
leg corner) is same, this point to this point if 
it’s accurate, you’re safe.   
 
Myuri:  Even if that top north point side is not 
a room but a terrace? 
 
 
 
 

Point A: In this case, a terrace in the 
northeast creates a northeast cut and is not 
advisable. 
 
Point B: The width of the legs doesn’t 
matter, but the east length of both legs 
needs to be aligned. 
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Swami:  This is a terrace?  No, then it’s not advisable. Even though this 
room (north leg) is wider or short it’s ok, or if it’s bigger or shorter it’s ok.  
It only counts here to here (east length of both legs aligned).  If you cut it 
here (northeast), the east-south is extended.   
 

 
 
 
Point A: The southwest 
apartments have a twenty-five 
feet east-south extension to 
Mandir compound. 
 
Point B: The northwest 
apartments, extend more to the 
east and brings relief to people 
living in southwest apartments. 
 
The same problem what we had 
before, this is our mandir.  This 
is the mandir and one street 

(going west-east in the south of mandir).  To the apartment we had it like 
this, where this compound wall (east) goes, there’s one more street going 
here hitting (directly hitting east-south of apartment).  To the edge of this 
compound wall (east of mandir compound), if you count it, it’s 25 feet 
extended – to this east-south to this edge.  Once if you take here (align to 
east side of apartment), if you make it straight to this, the Darga, the neem 
tree, will go here (east of the road).  The Darga is here (east of road and 
little northeast of southeast apartment). The neem tree is here. (front of 
Darga)  
  
So it cuts it (northeast cut to southwest apartments).  So what we did, 
parallel the northwest side, now it’s little bit, comparison of this to here 
(east edge of southwest building) we are more east extended here 
(northwest apartment). This people (southwest apartment) will get relaxed 
with this building (northwest apartment).  There’s a Gopuram here (east of 
northwest apartment). After the Gopuram we still have lot of north, 
northeast.   

Point: any east-south extension is a danger. 
 
Swami: So east-south the extension always 
counts where your property ends at the east 
compound wall.  When you take any angle, 
any of your property gets extended, east-
south extension, that’s danger.   
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Point A: east-south extension (like here 
southwest apartments) is always a danger, 
because it creates a northeast cut. 
 
Point B: Even though there is huge northeast 
land beyond northwest building, the 
southwest apartments need the northwest 
apartment to correct the east, southeast 
extension. 
 
Swami: That’s exactly why from your 
entrance here, the gate to the (southwest 

apartment) building, some guys threw the bomb and it hit exact to the gate 
spot. If you took to here (southeast corner of mandir compound), it’s 
exactly zero point here (to the northeast corner of the mandir compound).  
The bomb blast happened here and one kid died here.  It’s was practically 
proved, we tested it. Tested means we have seen it, so if there is an east-
south extension in your house, even a two feet extension in your 
apartment, it means you have northeast cut.   
 
Even though I have gigantic northeast, but this building (southwest 
apartment) needs to give the answer to the other building here (northwest 
apartment).  This (northwest apartment) is counter check to this building 
(southwest apartment).  You clear? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Even now it’s an east-south extension?  
 
Swami:  No.   
 
Ramakrishna: Because now we come all the way around here (new opened 
east and northeast to southwest apartment – southeast garden). 
 
Swami:  Yes, I gave pretty good.  Before, there was one Trust Office there 
(behind Darga what is now the new extended northeast ground to southwest 
apartments).  I removed it.  Of course the Trustees, everybody, they’re mad 
on me - I don’t care, I have to do.   
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ENTRANCES, MOVEMENTS, AND USE 
 
#23. Some entrances are located in an auspicious section of the property 
or house but do not face auspicious directions. Are they negative or 
positive?  
 

ANSWER: Both of the 
entrances in the diagram 
are negative.  It does not 
matter in which quadrant 
the entrances are, it matters 
the direction they’re facing. 
 
The top diagram has a 
south, southwest entrance 
and the bottom diagram has 
a west-southwest entrance. 

 
 
 
 
Point:  West, southwest entrance (1st 
drawing) 
         
 
 
North, northwest entrance (2nd drawing) 
West, northwest entrance (2nd drawing) 
South, southwest entrance (2nd drawing) 
     
 
 
 
West, southwest entrance (3rd drawing) 
 
Swami:  What’s the point? 
 
Ramakrishna:  If the entrances are in the auspicious places… meaning in 
the top drawing in the northwest quadrant but it’s going to the northwest, 
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and on the lower drawing it’s going to southeast but it’s facing east-south, 
is there danger? 
 
Swami:  Which entrances is it called? 
 
Ramakrishna: Yes, that’s the question. This is a little off, but what if it was 
clearly in the northwest quadrant and entering into the northwest is it a 
north, northwest entrance or does it count as a west-north entrance? 
 
Swami:  It’s a southwest entrance. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Because it’s facing to the southwest? 
 
Swami: West-south southwest block this is. West-north means this 
(entrance in west-north quadrant). Northwest means, this is crazy bad 
name, this (northwest) entrance - super bad. Opposite to this entrance, 
(southwest entrance in northwest quadrant) super bad.  You can go here 
(west, northwest) this is west-south, southwest block.   
 
RK:  So even though this (distance from south-north) is like 40 feet and 
this (middle west to north) is 20 feet, it’s still in the northwest quadrant, 
but it’s still counting as a southwest entrance because it’s facing 
southwest? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  Jagadish is having the same problem. Jagadish’s house has 
exact same problem. I told him millions of times. He’s facing millions of 
headaches again he bought the… it’s ok.   
 
#24. Two families share a house.  The house has more open space to the 
south and southeast.  One family believes in vaastu and never uses that 
part of the property. The other family uses it a lot. We understand it will 
have more effect on the family that uses it, but will it also have more 
effect to the other family also because the other family is using it? 
 
ANSWER: Both families face the bad effects!!! 
 
Ramakrishna:  So even though one family is not using it (open south 
space) is it coming to them also because the other family is using it? 
 
Swami:  If they believe in it or not, if they’re using it, they’ll face it.  
 
Ramakrishna:  Even if they’re not using it, or both families will receive the 
affect? 
 
Swami:  Both.                    End of Vaastu Study 


